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By Larry Wise

Fitting Bows To
Your Customers

E

very year around hunting season many bow hunters get
their bow out of the closet or
buy a new one, shoot for a few days
and discover that it doesn’t fit right.
They’re not sure what doesn’t fit but
they know it’s not right and you, the
lucky dealer, are supposed to fix it for
them.
So, the question becomes
“Where do you start?” I have a few
suggestions for you and an order in
which to explore them. Maybe this
will help you solve a few more “fitting” questions and save you some

time as well when you routinely help
customers choose a new bow that
does fit right.

SHOOTING FORM REVIEW
To get these two-month-a-year
archers/bow hunters set up properly
you might want to start with the
source of a lot of problems, the
shooter. Many of them have little or
no concept of good shooting form
and so you must educate them a little before you can fit their bow to
them.
Start with their bowhand. As I

Keeping your bow hand relaxed is one of the keys to getting consistent performance from any bow. Gripping your fingers tightly
around the handle transfers torque and causes poor arrow
grouping.
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An archer in proper full-draw-position
should have his or her drawing forearm in
line with the arrow shaft. Anyone can
stand behind an archer and check this
alignment. If the elbow is too far around
then the draw length of the bow is too
long. If the elbow is not around far
enough then the bow is too short for the
shooter.

Helping your customers establish a level shoulder position is vital
to getting to shoot consistent. Raising one shoulder or the other
causes the over use of muscle; use bone structure properly to get
consistent results.
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PERFORMANCE
DOESN’T
HAVE TO
COST A
LOT!

I use a arrow marked in 1 inch increments to determine draw length for the archers
that come to me. In this example the “true draw” is 27” as measured to the rest-mount
hole. The traditional draw length is about 28 ¾ “ as measured to the back of the bow.

wrote in the August and October
1999 issues and in my book “Core
Archery”, the bow hand is where the
shot begins and ends. The bowhand
is the first body part to touch the

handle and the last to still be touching as the arrow crosses the arrow
rest. It’s important. Check to be sure
that their knuckles are at a 45-degree
angle with horizontal and their fin-

THE QUAD
• 4 Powder
Filled
Chambers
• Bumper
Technology

Many wheels come with draw length
adjustment modules that change draw
length by 1 inch or ½ inch increments.
Other wheels have string and cable
anchor pins that allow you to adjust draw
length; decreasing the length of string
between the two wheels shortens the
draw length.

If changing modules and/or string
lengths doesn’t get the correct draw
length for a customer then you may have
to change wheel sizes. This picture shows
one model cam in two sizes; the smaller
cam yields less draw length. Changing
wheels may be expensive but the customer must have the correct draw length
to be successful.

• Affordable
Price
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gers relaxed and their thumb should
be point forward when they reach
full draw.
Gripping fingers around the grip
is not good form. The opposite has to
happen if the bow is going to repeat
its power stroke. Get them to relax it,
rotate little finger outward to get the
knuckles at a 45-degree angle and
then relax the entire hand. A relaxed
hand promotes consistent bow handle performance and good arrow
flight and with it placed correctly on
the handle you can better determine
their proper draw length.
The second form feature to
check is their shoulder position.
They should have their shoulders
level with each other. Many want to
elevate the bow shoulder instead of
keeping it down. With the shoulder
up they use muscle instead of skeleton to hold their bow at full draw.
Using bone structure will be far more
consistent and, once again, you can
better find their correct draw length.
One of the main causes of high
bow shoulder is too much draw

It’s a good idea
to renew your
subscription once
per year to
guarantee
uninterrupted
delivery of
ArrowTrade
Magazine.
Subscription cards
are bound within
each issue.
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The first order
of business is to
learn to shoot
correctly; they
can always
raise the draw
weight later.
weight. In an effort to draw high
weight they raise the bow high above
target before drawing. This elevates
the shoulder and often it never
returns to a level position. Since
form is a prerequisite to accuracy
have them lower the weight while
they practice for hunting season.
The first order of business is to learn
to shoot correctly; they can always
raise the draw weight later.
Thirdly, check their full-drawposition. How are they setting their
drawing shoulder and arm? Are they
drawing far enough to set their
scapula close to their spine with
their shoulders level? The quick reference here is their drawing forearm,
is it inline with the arrow when they
reach full draw? If not, then they are
either over or under rotating it, both
of which need correcting. Correct
full-draw-position is essential before
determining the draw length that
best suits them.

MEASURING
TRUE DRAW LENGTH
True draw length is a measure of
an archer’s body size for the purpose
of shooting a bow. It measures the
full-draw distance between the
archer’s bow hand at the point where
it touches the grip to the arrow nock.
This is about the same as the distance from the arrow rest mounting
hole to the arrow nock.
Most dealers have an arrow shaft
marked in half-inch increments that
can be used to check this distance.
The archer draws the marked arrow
shaft and a quick look at the restmounting hole tells you “true draw
length”. Add 1 ¾ inches to that and

you get the more familiar “traditional” draw length that manufacturers
use to label bows. Traditional draw
length includes the width of the bow
handle to the far side (the back of the
bow) and corresponds to the safe
arrow length needed for that bow. I
prefer the true draw measurement as
bow geometry is different from
model to model but you always draw
the same from your bow hand to
nock.

MAKING DRAW
ADJUSTMENTS
If you determine that the draw
length of the bow is not correct then
you must make some adjustment to
it. The simplest adjustment can be
made with the bowstring. Twisting
the string will shorten the draw
length of the bow. If more draw
length is needed then remove some
twists from the string to make the
bow longer in draw length.
But this is only a small adjustment and won’t work well if a major
change is needed. The next option
available is to use any string-anchor
pins on the wheel. Many wheels
have two or more anchor pins on
which to attach the string. Using the
pins that pull more string into the
interior of the wheel will reduce the
length of string between the two
wheels and thereby shorten the draw
length of the bow.
If more string is let out of the
inside of the wheel then the draw
length is going to be longer. The
string does not have to be anchored
on the same pin in both wheels or, if
it’s a one cam bow, on both sides of
the cam. Moving only one string end
will change the draw length a small
amount. If you change one end only,
remember to relocate the nocking
point and peep sight their position
has changed slightly.
Small adjustments may not do
enough toward getting the draw
length correct so you may need to
change draw length modules. Many
of today’s single cam bows and twin
cam bows have draw length modules
which change draw length in either
one-half or one inch increments. By
putting on a larger module you can
increase draw length by causing the
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cable to wrap a longer distance
around the module. The bow stays at
peak weight longer during the draw
stroke before dropping into the valley. A smaller module keeps the draw
weight at peak over less distance
before dropping off to the holding
weight.
Many wheels have five or six different size modules for adjusting
draw length. Other wheels have a
module which changes draw length
by a simple rotation. This can be
done in small and large increments
over about a 3-inch distance and is, I
think, the most efficient method for
adjusting draw length of any wheel
I’ve seen to date.
The final draw change method is
also the most difficult. If the other
methods don’t get the draw length
right then you’ll have to resort to
changing wheel sizes. If you need
more draw length then install a bigger wheel system; if you need a
shorter draw then use a smaller
wheel system. As you may know, new
wheel systems may require different
length cables and strings so you may
be in for some work and expense on
this one.
If you can’t get the draw long
enough with the wheels available
then you’ll have to recommend a
longer bow. Putting the same wheels
on a longer axle-to-axle bow will
generate more draw length. Of
course the archer may not want to
hear that because in involves lots of
dollars to make this change. But the
fact remains that tall people need
longer bows to get the fit they need.
For instance, I’m 6 feet 2 inches and
can’t get my draw length from a bow
shorter than 38 inches. I just don’t
feel comfortable.

INAPPROPRIATE
DRAW WEIGHT
Too many archers set their bow
weight higher than they need. Forty
pounds is enough to harvest a whitetail deer. I’ve seen it done. Sixty
pounds is more than sufficient for
taking any animal on land if you’re
skilled enough to make the appropriate shot.
Getting these archers to lessen
their draw weight is another matter.

Most think they need high speed to
compensate for yardage miscalculation when they really need to concentrate on accuracy and control.
And waiting for the right shot at the
right distance!
All of today’s bows are draw
weight adjustable. Just determine
how far you can safely turn the bolts
out before starting the the adjustments. That’s usually indicated in
the owner’s manual and may be
given as the number of turns you can
relax the bow, meaning you have to
start with the bolts down tight and
then keep track of the turns as you
alternately relax each limb. On other
models, the end of the draw weight
adjustment bolt is visible so you
know you aren’t exceeding the safe
adjustment range. Turn the weight
bolts clockwise to increase draw
weight and counterclockwise for
less. It’s simple to do, so your job as a
dealer is to convince the customer
that they need to do it so they can
shoot with better form.
If the weight bolts don’t adjust
far enough in the direction you need
then you’ll have to have different
limbs. Thicker limbs make more
weight and thinner make less. Just
read the spine numbers that most
companies put on the butt-end of
the limb and choose new limbs
accordingly. If no spine numbers
exist then measure the thickness
with a micrometer to the nearest
thousandth of an inch and relay this
to the manufacturer for reference in
choosing replacements.

thumb that I place on it.
Bow hunting in cold weather,
though, places a premium on an
insulated grip of some kind because
bow handle aluminum or magnesium gets too cold to keep your hand
on for long periods. We’re often
forced to use the grip on the bow and
reshape it in some fashion. So get
out the file and make the grip fit your
hand, especially if it’s too fat.
I have a favorite rubber grip that
I transfer from handle to handle.
When I get a new hunting bow I still
have my favorite rubber grip that I
transfer to it. So far it’s fit all my latest hunting bows and my bow hand
fits correctly, comfortably and
warmly.

PEEP SIGHT LOCATION
Last but not least on my checklist is the peep sight. A quick look at
any shooter at full draw will tell you
if they have their peep on too high or
too low. If their chin isn’t level when
they’re aiming then their peep needs
to be adjusted. A chin that’s too high

The

Fletchunter
Release
Works Great with a
StringLoop !

INCOMPATIBLE BOW GRIP
Some hands just don’t fit into
some bow grips. The grip is too fat,
too short or curves out into the hand
just where it should be concave
instead. Poor grip fit can lead to
other form problems as well and it
must be addressed if your
bowhunter/customers are going to
be accurate and consistent.
Getting the shape to fit the hand
is not an easy task. As a target archer
I usually just remove the grip and
shoot on the medal. It’s thinner,
which promotes less torque transfer
to the handle. It’s also flat and is
more compatible with the ball of my

The Fletchunter
is still one of
the most popular
releases of all time. The
Fletchunter is a durable,
tough release you can
count on when the shot has to
be made. Super crisp, fully
adjustable trigger, anodized
black with a choice of three
comfortable straps or the
concho model.
P.O. Box 218
Bodfish,CA 93205
760/379-2589
fletcherarchery.com
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or too low prevents you from using
your back muscles properly so make
the necessary adjustment. Proper
head position is a must for consistent archery and accurate performance when you get that one shot in
hunting season.

CONCLUSION
Proper fit for all aspects of the
bow makes it comfortable. Being
comfortable means you can focus on
the task at hand and in bowhunting
that means drawing and aiming. It’s
all about being consistent and
dependable at crunch time and
making the shot when you get it. If
your bow fits well your odds increase
greatly and the game pole gets filled.
Keep well, shoot straight. Larry
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Editor’s Note: Larry's
Wise’s latest book, "Core
Archery" is now available.
The book details correct
form in a step-by-step
format, defines back tension and how to execute it
and presents a plan for
the high performance
mental game. It is available from Larry for $11.95
+ $2 post through his web
site www.larrywise.com
or by phone at 1-877Go4-XXXs. It is also available from the publisher,
Target Communications, The grip that came with the bow may not be a good fit
for a particualr customer. You can try substituting an
7626 W. Donges Bay Road, after-market grip or get their okay to use a rasp and
Mequon, WI 53079.
sandpaper to reshape the grip. I prefer to shoot with no
grip on my target bows but install my favorite grip on all
of my hunting bows.
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